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Management of the artificial airway includes securing the tube to prevent dislodgement or migration as well as removal of secretions. Preventive measures include adequate humidification and appropriate airway suctioning. Monitoring airway patency and removing obstruction are potentially life-saving components of airway management. Cuff pressure management is important for preventing aspiration and mucosal damage as well as assuring adequate ventilation. A number of new monitoring techniques have been introduced, and automated cuff pressure control is becoming more common. The respiratory therapist should be adept with all these devices and understand the appropriate application and management. Key words: Artificial airway; mechanical ventilation; humidification. [Respir Care 2014;59(6):974–990. © 2014 Daedalus Enterprises]
Introduction

Management of the artificial airway is one of the core competencies of the bedside respiratory therapist. Airway management includes securing the tracheal tube, monitoring tube position, maintaining patency, and appropriate regulation of cuff pressure. There are a number of methods for securing tubes from simple adhesive tape to more complex devices that combine bite block, a method for moving the tube to prevent skin breakdown and mucosal ulceration, and a fixation system. Maintaining airway patency includes routine treatments, such as humidification of inspired gases and suctioning, as well as techniques to reduce biofilm or clear obstruction. Monitoring cuff pressure is a time-honored activity to maintain a balance between adequate lower airway protection from silent aspiration and minimizing mucosal damage. Automated cuff pressure management is a new method to achieve this result that is gaining popularity.

Each of these techniques is reviewed in detail below, with an emphasis on new science and new techniques introduced since a comprehensive review on a number of these subjects in 2007.

Securing the Airway

Following placement of an artificial airway, securing the tube to prevent accidental removal or unintended migration is recommended. Both unplanned extubation and right main bronchus intubation have severe consequences, including barotrauma, aspiration, airway injury, and death. As a result, early homemade securing techniques included adhesive tape and occasionally sutures in an effort to assure placement. Commercially available devices now use Velcro, adjustable straps, bite blocks, barrier materials to protect skin, and adjustable tube-positioning devices.

Competing with the interests of tube security are concerns related to pressure sores and mucosal injury from prolonged placement. This concern has been highlighted by The Joint Commission’s national patient safety goal of pressure ulcer prevention.

Ideally, an endotracheal tube (ETT)-securing device is easy to clean and allows for easy repositioning of the tube in the mouth to reduce pressure sores and prevent dislodgement. Figure 1 depicts a common commercially available ETT-securing device in a mechanically ventilated patient.

Literature Review

In an early study, Levy and Griego compared adhesive tape, twill tape, twill tape with a bite block, and a Velcro tie and bite block on sequential days in 36 mechanically ventilated subjects. Twill tape is a cloth tape often called trach tape in many environments. The authors compiled results from a 5-point Likert scale regarding oral hygiene, subject comfort, clinician satisfaction, and ease of use completed by the bedside nurse, respiratory therapist, and, when feasible, subject. Position of the tube at the incisor at the end of each shift was documented, and the incidence of near extubations was recorded. The authors found that adhesive tape was superior to all other methods in every area except oral hygiene. The use of a flexible bite block was associated with excess tube movement and increased risk of extubation.

Kaplow and Bookbinder compared 4 methods of securing the ETT, including the Lillehei harness, Comfit (Ackrad Laboratories, Cranford, New Jersey), Dale (Dale Medical Products, Plainville, Massachusetts), and SecureEasy (Smiths Medical, Dublin, Ohio) devices, in 120 orally intubated subjects evaluated every 12 h. The outcome variables were tube stability, facial skin integrity, and subject and caregiver satisfaction. The authors reported that facial skin breakdown occurred less frequently with the SecureEasy and Dale holders. Subject complaints regarding discomfort with turning were least common with the Lillehei harness. The SecureEasy device was associated with the highest degree of nurse satisfaction.

Barnason et al compared the Lillehei method and cotton twill using a cow hitch knot in a group of orally intubated subjects. The authors evaluated the incidence of unplanned extubation, oral mucosa status, and facial skin integrity. The study did not detect any difference between the 2 techniques, but it is interesting to note that the overall unplanned extubation rate in this trial was 19%.

A systematic review by Gardner et al in 2005 concluded that research to date could not identify any method for securing the ETT that was superior. However, this study can be credited for highlighting the limitations in the literature to this point.
A series of studies have been published evaluating the ability of devices to maintain tube position in the face of calibrated force in models or cadavers. These investigations used a myriad of devices from tape to commercially available complex devices along with a variety of techniques to simulate a force to potentially dislodge the tube. These studies are detailed in Table 1.

Kupas et al performed a prospective, observational, multi-center study at 42 emergency medical service agencies to evaluate the incidence of unintended tube dislodgement with different securing methods. Over a period of 18 months, they studied 1,732 successful and unsuccessful airway placements where the tube was secured in some way. Methods of securing the tubes in this study included the use of adhesive tape, tape wrapped around the neck, woven twill or umbilical tape, intravenous or oxygen tubing, commercial tube holders, and manual stabilization/none. They also recorded the concurrent use of a cervical collar and/or cervical immobilization device.

Dislodgement of the ETT occurred in 51 (2.9%) intubations. Factors associated with tube dislodgement included the use of manual stabilization and subject age < 5 y old. Interestingly, no subject using cloth (twill tape) suffered a tube dislodgment. The other methods all had similar rates of dislodgement (2.3–4.5%).

Two recent papers published in RESPIRATORY CARE have evaluated a number of new devices in a laboratory setting. Shimizu et al used a mannequin (SimMan, Laerdal, Wappingers Falls, New York) orally intubated with the tube affixed using tape and a number of commercially available devices. The authors tested 3 brands of tape (DuraPore [3M, St Paul, Minnesota], Multipore Dry [3M], and Wardel [Taketora Holdings, Tokyo, Japan]) with 6 methods, and 2 commercially available ETT holders (LockTite [B&B Medical Technologies, Carlsbad, California] and Thomas [Laerdal]) with one method. They also tested a Universal Bite Block (B&B Medical Technologies, Carlsbad, California) using 2 methods of securing the tube.

Table 1. Studies Comparing ETT-securing Devices in Cadavers or Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Devices Tested</th>
<th>Force Generation</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lovett et al</td>
<td>Mannequin, PVC tube to simulate trachea</td>
<td>Comfit (Ackrad) StabilTube (B&amp;B Medical Technologies) Tube restraint (ErgoMed) ETAD (Hollister) Thomas ST (STI Medical Products) Dale ETT holder</td>
<td>Cable-and-pulley system with weight producing a dynamic load or jerk of 2.5 and 5 pounds</td>
<td>ETT movement was measured. The Dale device was superior to other devices tested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murdoch and Holdgate</td>
<td>Mannequin</td>
<td>Cloth tape Thomas ETT holder (Laerdal)</td>
<td>Fixed force laterally and to the right by dropping a 1.25-kg weight a distance of 50 cm</td>
<td>ETT movement was measured. Tube movement was significantly less with the ETT holder (22 vs 4 mm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlson et al</td>
<td>Cadavers</td>
<td>Adhesive tape EndoGrip (BioMedix) Precision Medical ETT holder (Teleflex) Tube Tamer (ErgoMed) Thomas ETT holder (Laerdal)</td>
<td>Manually by grasping the digital force-measuring device and gradually pulling the ETT vertically, perpendicular to the cadaver; gradual force with no jerking</td>
<td>The Thomas ETT holder was superior to the other methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen et al</td>
<td>Cadavers</td>
<td>Adhesive tape Nonadhesive tape Thomas ETT holder (Laerdal)</td>
<td>Manual application of gradually escalating force perpendicular to the cadaver’s face; force measurement</td>
<td>The Thomas ETT holder was superior to the other methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlson et al</td>
<td>Cadavers</td>
<td>Alternative airway devices Esophageal combitube King laryngeal tube Laryngeal mask airway</td>
<td>Manual traction vertical to the cadaver using a digital force meter up to 28 pounds</td>
<td>The device with the largest volume cuff was the most difficult to dislodge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farbod et al</td>
<td>Cadavers</td>
<td>Adhesive tape Suture Adhesive tape and suture</td>
<td>Progressively increasing weight up to 20 pounds</td>
<td>Suture through tape and skin was superior.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PVC = polyvinyl chloride
ETT = endotracheal tube
ETAD = ETT attachment device
The authors\textsuperscript{17} created an extubation force by connecting the ETT to a digital force gauge and manually pulling in a perpendicular motion to the oral cavity until the entire cuff was removed from the trachea. The authors recorded the highest force that removed the tube as the extubation force. They found that the use of wide adhesive tape required the greatest force to dislodge the tube. They noted that although tape was superior in preventing extubation, their study did not address subject comfort, hygiene, or pressure on the skin. Shimizu et al\textsuperscript{17} recommended that tape be used to secure the tube, except in patients with facial hair, where a tube holder may be preferred.

Fisher et al\textsuperscript{18} recently evaluated 10 commercially available devices (manual resuscitation bag ETT holder with a blue strap and one with a white strap [Ambu, Glen Burnie, Maryland], Stabilock ETT holder [Dale Medical Products, Plainville, Massachusetts], AnchorFast [Hollister, Libertyville, Illinois], Thomas ETT holder, Marpac 320 with and without optional headgear [Marpac, Albuquerque, New Mexico], Quickstrap and Portex ETT holders [Smiths Medical, Dublin, Ohio], and Precision Medical cushioned ETT holder [Teleflex, Limerick, Pennsylvania]), along with 6 methods using either adhesive tape or cloth (twill) tape. They performed a series of complex experiments using a number of realistic models evaluating the ability of the tube-securing devices to prevent dislodgement and allow repositioning of the tube in the oral cavity. The tube dislodgement studies included a static tug test, rotational head studies, vertical head lift, and horizontal head turning. This group also uniquely measured the time to reposition the tube in the oral cavity from one side to the other. The authors concluded that no one device outperformed the others in all of the tests. They noted that many of the commercial securing devices appear to create significant pressure that could result in discomfort and the formation of pressure ulcers. They noted that using tape or cotton twill allowed for a custom-fit to the model’s face and therefore reduced pressure issues seen with the commercial devices. However, the commercially available devices allowed quicker movement of the tube.

The data on commercial tube-securing devices compared to the traditional use of adhesive or cloth tape have failed to describe a clear advantage of either technique. Table 2 lists advantages and disadvantages of these 2 methods. Two recent reports describe unique adverse events (tongue necrosis, pilot balloon malfunction) related to commercial tube-securing devices\textsuperscript{19,20} in our own experience, complications with these devices occur with some regularity. Figure 2 shows the kinking of a thermolabile ETT at the point of the tube attachment. The staff noted an increased airway resistance in this previously healthy young trauma patient. Airway flow demonstrated a fixed obstruction. This is recreated in Figure 2B, showing the point at which the tube was kinked. Figure 3 (A–C) shows facial pressure ulcers on the cheeks of 2 different patients after 1 week of prone positioning (> 18 h/d) that occurred at the edge of the tube fixation device. Table 2 compares homemade and commercially available systems for securing the ETT.

Maintaining Airway Patency

Humidification

Heating and humidifying cool dry medical gases are a standard of care during mechanical ventilation\textsuperscript{21,22} There is little argument regarding the requirement for heat and
humidity; however, the minimum or optimum requirements and ideal devices for humidification are frequently debated. The ability of any device, regardless of operation, to prevent drying of secretions depends on delivered gas temperature and relative humidity.23,24 Absolute humidity is the maximum amount of water that can be carried in a gas. Relative humidity represents the actual water vapor present as a percentage of the absolute humidity. Relative humidity is an important value, as any humidity deficit must be compensated for by the large airways of the tracheobronchial tree, a task for which it is ill suited. This is an important issue, as gas at low levels of relative humidity quickly absorbs moisture from the tracheobronchial mucosa and secretions in the airway. This can result in drying of secretions, mucus plugging, and airway obstruction.

There are no simple or agreed upon methods for monitoring the adequacy of humidification. A number of potential surrogates for evaluating humidification adequacy and comparing techniques have been suggested. These include secretion volume and consistency, incidence of ETT occlusion, changes in ETT effective diameter and/or resistance, suction frequency, and requirement for normal saline instillation.25-29 Measurements of secretion volume are subjective and inherently flawed. Secretion volume may change with the number of suction attempts, patient position, use of aerosolized medications, hyperinflation, and saline installation. Excessive humidification may cause an increase in secretion volume, whereas insufficient humidification may result in a decrease in secretion volume as mucus becomes encrusted in the airways.25 In our experience, these surrogates are poorly reproducible and more likely reflect the individual practice of the clinician instead of the condition of the patient. Measures such as secretion
volume and mucus volume are not reliable for comparisons of humidification adequacy.

**Heated Humidification Versus Heat-and-Moisture Exchangers for Humidification and Secretion Management.** A comparison of the ability of heated humidifiers (HHs) and heat-and-moisture exchangers (HMEs) to optimize mucociliary function requires variables that are measurable and reproducible. A number of methods have been described to assess the adequacy of humidification. These include the incidence of ETT occlusion and changes in effective internal diameter of the ETT resulting from build up of biofilm and encrusted secretions. Narrowing and occlusion of the ETT have been described with both HHs and HMEs.

During use of an HH and a heated-wire circuit, ETT occlusion is associated with an increase in gas temperature from the humidifier chamber to the patient. As gas temperature rises, relative humidity falls. Gas entering the ETT at a humidity deficit absorbs moisture from secretions in the ETT and large airways. This problem can be avoided by maintaining a constant temperature from the chamber to airway and by using a connecting tube between the heated-wire circuit and airway, allowing for cooling and a relative humidity of 100%. The problem of caregivers creating a large temperature difference between the chamber and airway to reduce condensate in the heated-wire circuit, which increased the risk of ETT occlusion, undoubtedly led to introduction of HHs with no such clinician-set control.

Occlusion of the ETT during HME use occurs secondarily to inadequate HME performance, changes in ambient conditions, leaks, and patient disease (eg, body temperature, minute ventilation, and fluid status). HME construction and design play a large role, as hygroscopic devices clearly outperform hydrophobic devices. Even the most efficient HMEs result in a net loss of heat and moisture from the respiratory tract. As such, prolonged use is associated with greater incidence of ETT occlusion. There is also evidence that HMEs are less effective in patients with chronic lung disease, although this is not well understood.

Hess evaluated studies comparing HMEs and HHs with or without a heated-wire circuit using a meta-analysis to determine the risk of ETT occlusion. These studies represent a cumulative total of over 1,000 subjects and demonstrate that the risk of ETT occlusion is nearly 4 times greater during HME use. These data argue against use of HMEs in patients with retained secretions and for limiting use to < 5 d.

Another issue with HME use in patients with increased secretions is the possibility of occlusion of the HME device. This has not been specifically studied, but frequent soiling of the HME has been reported as a trigger for switching to an HH. In our experience, an HME is more frequently occluded by blood or pulmonary edema fluid. However, in the presence of copious sputum volumes, an HME can become completely or nearly completely occluded.

A series of studies have evaluated the effects of humidification devices on in vivo and in vitro ETT resistance, internal diameter, and surface area. Villafane et al evaluated the effective internal diameter of ETTs by measuring flow and pressure at the proximal ETT and threading a catheter to measure pressure at the distal tip of the ETT. Three groups of subjects were studied: group 1 used an HH, group 2 used a hygroscopic HME, and group 3 used a hydrophobic HME. The authors demonstrated that in vivo ETT resistance increased with duration of use in all study groups. However, tube resistance in the hydrophobic HME group was twice that seen in the hygroscopic HME group.

Several groups have utilized acoustic reflectometry to evaluate reductions in effective internal diameter of ETTs. Boqué et al measured loss of effective internal diameter in a group of ventilated subjects who were using an HME for humidification. They found that within 48 h, > 60% of tubes lost > 10% of the effective diameter. Shah and Kollef demonstrated similar losses of intraluminal surface area when comparing unused to used tubes. The most convincing evidence comes from Jaber et al, who used acoustic reflectometry to compare volume and resistance of ETTs in mechanically ventilated subjects over a 10-d period. Subjects used either an HH or HME. After 5 d of ventilator support, there was no difference in the changes in endotracheal resistance. However, at day 10, the HME group had a doubling of tube resistance: a 19 ± 18% increase in resistance compared to only 8 ± 12% for the HH group. The authors concluded that ETT resistance increases with duration of use and that use of an HME results in greater increases in ETT resistance.

Wilson et al compared the pressure drop across new 7.0–8.5-mm ETTs to establish the resistance of each size. Pressure drop was measured at 30, 60, and 90 L/min. They then collected 71 ETTs following extubation of ventilated subjects. Pre-use measurements were repeated to determine the ex vivo changes created by use. Nearly three quarters of tubes had a pressure drop > 3 SDs of unused tubes. This correlates to each size tube having a 0.5-mm smaller effective diameter. They also found that in a small number of subjects (< 15%), the pressure drop was equivalent to an effective decrease in inner diameter of 1.5 mm. Of note, the authors found that the pressure drop was not directly related to the duration of intubation: some tubes increased resistance in 2 d of use, whereas others had only small changes following longer durations of use.

In a study with conflicting findings, Morán et al compared changes in ETT resistance in 44 subjects (22 in each
group) using either an HME or HH. Subjects were matched for ETT diameter, days of mechanical ventilation, Simplified Acute Physiology Score II, and fluid balance. ETT resistance prior to use was compared to resistance measured immediately following extubation. Tube resistance increased following use from 6.8 ± 1.1 to 10.6 ± 4.3 cm H2O/L/s in the HH group and from 6.8 ± 1.1 to 10.2 ± 3.8 cm H2O/L/s in the HME group, an average increase of 53% in resistive load. An important distinction in this study was selection of subjects. In most other reports, subjects were randomized to receive either an HH or HME. In this trial, the humidification device was selected for each subject based on clinical criteria. This means that subjects with thick secretions were more likely to receive heated humidification. This may explain why these findings contradict previous work.

These findings are clinically important, as several authors have described ETT resistance as a cause of weaning failure.50-52 Oto et al53 found that reduction in ETT resistance precludes the automatic tube compensation ventilator feature from completely overcoming ETT resistance. It also reinforces the fact that humidification devices should be chosen based on suspected duration of use, patient condition, and presence of thick secretions.43 In the mechanically ventilated patient with secretion management issues (thick and or copious amounts of sputum), the preferred method of humidification is heated humidification. Additionally, the presence of pulmonary edema or hemothysis should preclude HME use to avoid obstruction of the HME. When mechanical ventilation is expected to last beyond 96 h, an HH should likely be used from the outset.

Maintaining the Endotracheal Tube Lumen

Humidification maintains mucociliary function and prevents drying of secretions such that they can be removed. In the intubated patient, the ETT cuff abruptly acts as an obstruction to the mucociliary escalator. When secretions are delivered to the tip of the ETT, suctioning is typically required. Methods include open- and closed-circuit suctioning and minimally invasive or shallow suctioning. Another contentious issue in suctioning remains the instillation of normal saline to either loosen secretions or stimulate a cough to aid in secretion removal. Suction frequency and suctioning based on clinical findings are also issues that require definition.

Suctioning. Removal of tracheobronchial and upper airway secretions to maintain airway patency is also a standard of care.54-55 Suction catheters vary widely in design but have the same general characteristics. Most adult suction catheters are 48–56 cm in length, allowing the catheter to travel into the main bronchus. The distal tip of the catheter typically includes several openings for secretion removal, and the proximal portion contains a thumb port that is occluded by the practitioner to activate the suction. The distal tip of the catheter is blunt to avoid trauma to the mucosa and possible perforation of the trachea. The side holes in the distal tip of the catheter also serve to limit local tissue damage by preventing excessive negative pressure applied to the mucosa. Suction catheters should be transparent to allow visual inspection of secretions and rigid enough to pass through the ETT, yet flexible enough to traverse airway structures without damaging mucosa.

Few comparative evaluations of suction catheter designs have been accomplished.56-57 Shah et al57 compared six 14 French suction catheters in a bench study evaluating the characteristics (side hole placement) that facilitated removal of a mucus simulant. The viscosity of the simulated mucus was altered to represent thin and thick secretions. These authors found that the major factors affecting secretion removal were the position and size of the catheter side holes. Offset side holes were associated with improved removal of mucus. These findings provide important guidance for future catheter designs.

Open Versus Closed Suctioning. For many years, the standard of care for suctioning the artificial airway was a single-use, disposable, open-circuit suction catheter. The patient was disconnected from the ventilator, hyperventilated, and hyperoxygenated with a self-inflating manual resuscitator, and the catheter was passed into the ETT for removal of secretions. The manual resuscitator was also used to simulate a cough by stacking breaths or giving a large volume. This procedure was also known to result in both hemodynamic instability and, during the suction procedure, hypoxemia.

Over the last decade, closed-circuit suction catheters have become popular for a host of reasons. These include prevention of adverse events associated with disconnecting the patient from the ventilator and loss of PEEP, reduced costs, and reduced exposure of caregivers to patient secretions. Comparisons of closed- and open-circuit suction techniques suggest that there is little difference in the ability of each device to remove secretions.58,59 Because the patient does not need to be disconnected from the ventilator when closed-circuit suctioning is used, PEEP is maintained, and hypoxemia appears to be lessened. There is also some suggestion that closed-circuit suctioning reduces caregiver and environmental contamination, although this evidence is weak. Comparison of open- and closed-suction systems suggests that the incidence of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is unchanged.60-78 Popular opinion suggests that by preventing disconnection of the circuit during suctioning, the risk of VAP is reduced, listing this as an important feature of closed-circuit suctioning. Although this is an attractive hypothesis, it has not been specifically studied. When closed-circuit suctioning
was first introduced, it was the opinion of this author (RD Branson) that the quantity of secretions removed was lower than with open-circuit suctioning. I also believed that eliminating the manual resuscitator not only prevented the clinician from feeling the compliance, but reduced the ability to create a cough to propel mucus cephalad. One of the most obvious differences with closed-circuit suctioning is the muted sound since the airway is closed. However, this did not explain why fewer secretions seemed to be removed. One advantage with respect to adverse events with closed-circuit suctioning is that PEEP is preserved. However, this also means that, during aspiration, the ventilator is being triggered and adding flow into the airway, pushing secretions away from the catheter, so closed-circuit suctioning, with all the listed advantages, may be an inferior secretion removal device.

This hypothesis was evaluated by Lasocki et al. who compared the effects of open- and closed-circuit suctioning in subjects with respiratory failure. The major finding of their study was that closed suctioning prevented suction-related hypoxemia; however, secretion removal was reduced. They proposed that, during open-circuit suctioning, the disconnection from the ventilator and loss of PEEP simulate a cough, propelling mucus upward. They also postulated that removal of the ventilator increases the pressure differential for enhanced suctioning and that, during closed-circuit suctioning, the ventilator gas delivery maintaining PEEP forces secretions away from the suction catheter. They noted that by increasing the suction pressure to 400 mm Hg, secretion volumes were equivalent to open suctioning. They did not observe that the greater negative pressure was associated with increased incidence of hypoxemia. The authors did suggest, however, use of a recruitment maneuver post-suctioning to restore alveolar volume. Despite these findings, closed-circuit suctioning appears to have more advantages than disadvantages. In patients with retained secretions, increasing vacuum pressure may be required for improved secretion removal, but gas exchange and ventilator performance should be monitored closely.

In a recent study, Adi et al. evaluated a closed-circuit catheter with an integral closed-circuit cleaning system enabling it to eliminate the buildup of secretions in the lumen of the ETT. However, this was accomplished using ETTs following extubation. The usefulness of this device for managing the airway in intubated subjects has not been evaluated. Corley et al. evaluated the impact of cleaning closed-circuit suction catheters on lung volumes in a series of mechanically ventilated subjects. They compared devices that incorporated a one-way valve between the catheter and the airway and one that did not. Using electrical impedance tomography, they compared subject lung volumes during cleaning of the suction catheters with saline. The presence of the one-way valve prevented loss of lung volumes during catheter cleaning. These findings suggest that improvements to suction devices are still needed.

**Bronchial Suctioning.** During routine endotracheal suctioning, the suction catheter most likely enters the right main bronchus if advanced the full length. This results from the more acute angle of the left main bronchus at the carina compared with the right main bronchus. As such, the left bronchus is less likely to be suctioned. Attempts at suctioning the left main bronchus have been described and range from simple maneuvers to use of specially designed catheters. A simple method for suctioning the left main bronchus is turning the patient’s head to the right in an attempt to increase the likelihood of passage of the catheter into the left main bronchus. The same effect may be gained by placing the patient in the left lateral position and using gravity to further the catheter’s passage.

Specialized catheters using a curved tip have been shown to enter the left main bronchus in up to 90% of cases. The success of bronchial suctioning can be affected by tube position, patient body and head position, and type of tube (ETT vs tracheostomy tube). The necessity of selective suctioning of the left bronchus has not been described. Frequent changes in patient body position facilitate movement of secretions to the carina, where they can be suctioned. In patients with infectious processes confined to the left lung, selective endobronchial suctioning may prove useful.

**Deep Versus Shallow Suctioning.** The length of the suction catheter in neonates is often measured to prevent traversing the tip of the ETT. This is done to prevent trauma to the tracheobronchial mucosa, bleeding, and agitation of the patient. Shallow or minimally invasive suctioning involves passing the catheter to the end of the ETT, but no further. Suctioning past the ETT tip is termed deep suctioning. This issue has rarely been considered in adults.

A previous meta-analysis found that the supporting literature is poor and that no definitive conclusions could be made in the deep versus shallow suction debate. Ahn and Hwang examined secretions from neonates following deep and shallow suctioning and found evidence of detached ciliated airway cells only after deep suctioning. There was no increase in secretions removed during deep suctioning compared to shallow suctioning. They concluded that deep suctioning has no advantage, causes unnecessary trauma, and should be avoided.

Spence et al. updated their Cochrane review of deep and shallow suctioning in neonates. They identified 2 additional studies, only one of which met criteria for inclusion. This additional crossover trial of 27 subjects demonstrated no differences in changes in heart rate or oxygen saturation during or after the suction procedure between the 2 techniques.
In adults, Van de Leur et al\textsuperscript{86} demonstrated that minimally invasive suctioning resulted in fewer recollections of suctioning by ventilated subjects. However, this was not associated with less discomfort during the suction procedure. In a large study of adult subjects, they also demonstrated that minimally invasive suctioning resulted in fewer hemodynamic and gas exchange side effects while having no effect on duration of ventilation and other outcomes.\textsuperscript{87} In this study, the traditional suction catheter was 49 cm in length versus 29 cm for the minimally invasive catheter.

This issue essentially pits deep suctioning to remove the maximum amount of secretions against just keeping the ETT clear of secretions. The limited evidence seems to suggest that minimally invasive suctioning is as effective at secretion removal but has fewer side effects. Based on these data, using the first-do-no-harm principle, minimally invasive suctioning may be preferred.

**Use of Saline Instillation.** During suctioning, some practitioners instill 5–10 mL of normal saline in an attempt to thin tracheobronchial secretions. This practice remains a point of contention, and studies have failed to show any advantages. Our own studies regarding humidification reveal that the only predictor of saline instillation is practitioner preference.\textsuperscript{43} Saline instillation frequently causes the patient to cough violently, which may aid in secretion removal. From a conceptual standpoint, the use of saline to stimulate a cough makes sense, but the current literature does not support this practice. From a mucus rheology perspective, the properties of mucus are unlikely to change with the addition of saline unless some physical means of mixing is accomplished. However, severe coughing episodes, hypoxemia, hypertension, and bronchospasm occasionally may result from saline instillation.

There is also some concern that the use of saline may dislodge bacteria-laden biofilm from the ETT, resulting in infectious consequences. A host of studies demonstrate that saline instillation fails to produce any of the intended effects while potentially resulting in higher infection rates.\textsuperscript{88-105} Based on this evidence, the use of saline to thin secretions is, at best, unsupported and, at worst, dangerous.

**When to Suction.** Guidelines suggest that the use of routine suctioning should be avoided.\textsuperscript{55} Assessment of the patient, including auscultation and visual inspection, should be used to determine the need for endotracheal suctioning. Jubran and Tobin\textsuperscript{106} were among the first to describe the use of ventilator graphics to detect the need for endotracheal suctioning. Guglielminotti et al\textsuperscript{107} and Zamanian and Marini\textsuperscript{108} also described alterations in the pressure and flow curves that might suggest the need for suctioning. The most common finding is a sawtooth pattern in the expiratory flow signal caused by secretions in the large airways. This finding is also seen with condensate in the expiratory limb of the ventilator circuit, so visual inspection of the circuit should be included in the evaluation.

Visaria and Westenskow\textsuperscript{109} demonstrated the ability to detect ETT occlusion using an automated evaluation of pressure and flow signals. They were able to distinguish airway obstruction from bronchospasm and changes in chest wall compliance. Similar systems might be developed to determine when suctioning is required.

Endotracheal suctioning is associated with a litany of complications and should be undertaken only when necessary, keeping the potential complications in mind. Minimizing these complications by minimally invasive suctioning and suctioning only when necessary based on reliable detection methods may both be routine practice in the future.

A recent paper highlighted these factors, implementing the American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC) clinical practice guidelines to ascertain the impact.\textsuperscript{110} Over a 3-month period, the authors studied 79 mechanically ventilated subjects and identified adverse effects in 4,506 suction procedures. They implemented the AARC clinical practice guidelines and, 1 y later, studied 68 subjects undergoing 4,994 suction procedures. The main components implemented are shown in Table 3. In the first period, adverse effects were common. The most frequent complication was oxygen desaturation (47% of subjects and 6.5% of procedures), bloody secretions (32% of subjects and 4% of procedures), blood pressure change (24% of subjects and 1.6% of procedures), and heart rate change (10% of subjects and 1% of procedures). After implementation of the guidelines, all complications were reduced. The incidence of all complications decreased from 59 to 42% of subjects and from 12 to 5% of all procedures. The incidence of oxygen desaturation was associated with PEEP > 5 cm H\textsubscript{2}O and > 6 suctionings/d. Receiving > 6 suctionings/d was also a risk factor for bloody secretions. The authors concluded, “Endotracheal suctioning frequently induces adverse effects. Technique, suctioning frequency, and higher PEEP are risk factors for complications. Their

### Table 3. Components of the AARC Clinical Practice Guidelines Implemented to Reduce Suction-Related Complications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suction only when clinically indicated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avoid disconnection and loss of PEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow suction to the tip of the ETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid saline installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catheter diameter &lt; 50% of the ETT internal diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of suctioning &lt; 15 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suction pressure &lt; 180 mm Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only closed-circuit suctioning to be used in ARDS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Reference 110
AARC = American Association for Respiratory Care
ETT = endotracheal tube
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incidence can be reduced by the implementation of suctioning guidelines. This study is an excellent example of putting good ideas into practice and monitoring the outcome.

**Novel Methods for Secretion Removal From the Endotracheal Tube**

**Mucus Slurper.** Intermittent closed-circuit suctioning is the most commonly used method to suction mechanically ventilated patients. Kolobow et al. also described a system that provides automated intermittent suctioning of the ETT lumen. They have termed this system the Mucus Slurper. The ETT is modified to include a portion extending beyond the cuff with 8 holes 1.3 mm in diameter. A suction lumen extends below the cuff to apply suction to these 8 holes. The system draws 135 mL over 0.3 s. In their initial evaluation in an animal model, the suction system did not affect ventilator performance. There is some concern for autotriggering, but most ventilators have a lockout time following completion of the inspiratory time ~0.3 s in duration.

This early evidence demonstrated that in an animal model without pulmonary disease, the endotracheal lumen remains clean. Presumably as the secretions approach the ETT, they are removed through the 8 narrow holes. A second animal trial evaluated this system for 72 h and compared every 2-min activation with the Mucus Slurper to every 6-h manual suctioning. There were no differences in airway colonization between groups. However, ETTs demonstrated a reduction in secretion accumulation in the Mucus Slurper group. The authors also measured protein content in the expiratory condensate as a marker of secretion movement up the ETT. The protein concentrations were lower in the Mucus Slurper group. How this system will perform in a patient with copious tenacious secretions remains to be seen.

**Mucus Shaver.** Kolobow et al. also described a system for removal of secretions within the ETT known as the Mucus Shaver. This is a manually operated system for scraping the inside of the ETT to remove secretions. The Mucus Shaver is placed inside the ETT much like a stylet. The balloon is inflated, and the shaving heads are forced against the inner lumen of the tube. The Mucus Shaver is then withdrawn over 3–5 s to remove any dried secretions. The intention is to return the resistance characteristics of the ETT to pre-use values. In an animal model with normal lungs, the Mucus Shaver maintained a clean internal lumen and reduced biofilm accumulation. Berra et al. recently tested the Mucus Shaver in a group of 24 subjects requiring mechanical ventilation for at least 72 h. Subjects were randomized within 2 h of intubation to receive standard airway suctioning alone or with the addition of the Mucus Shaver until extubation. They found that, at extubation, only one ETT from the Mucus Shaver group was colonized versus 10 colonized ETTs in the control group. Scanning electron microscopy showed very little secretions in the ETTs in the Mucus Shaver group, whereas thick bacterial deposits were present on all tubes from the control group. They concluded that the Mucus Shaver is a safe, feasible, and efficient device for cleaning the internal lumen of ETTs. The Mucus Shaver also prevented ETT colonization. This preliminary evidence is intriguing but does not demonstrate a decrease in the incidence of infection or VAP. The accumulation of biofilm on the ETT is thought to play a role in the pathogenesis of VAP, so the removal of that material appears to have some clinical importance. However, the authors did not discuss issues related to cost in their trial. The nursing staff was satisfied with the device, but larger trials with clinically important end points are needed.

**Biofilm Prevention**

A number of ideas have emerged to reduce biofilm accumulation in the ETT using impregnated materials. A silver-coated or silver-impregnated tube is a commercially available product intended to reduce bacterial colonization and maintain a patent lumen. Silver has long been appreciated for its bacteriostatic properties. Some readers will remember a time when all tracheostomy tubes were silver or silver-plated over stainless steel. Silver-coated or silver-impregnated urinary catheters and central venous catheters have been used in an effort to reduce infection for over a decade. Silver prevents biofilm formation and reduces bacterial burden and inflammation. Olson et al. performed an experimental study in 11 ventilated dogs to evaluate the biofilm prevention properties of a silver-coated ETT. They reported that silver-coated tubes reduced biofilm formation, with a significant lumen-narrowing difference between tubes. Five of 6 non-coated tubes (83%) and none of 5 coated tubes (0%) had a narrowing of > 50%. Coated tubes reduced the bacterial burden and also delayed the duration of luminal side colonization from 1.8 to 3.2 d.

A prospective randomized phase-2 pilot study testing silver-coated ETTs in ICU subjects was designed to determine whether silver-coated ETTs reduce the incidence and/or delay the time of onset of colonization compared to non-coated ETTs. The results demonstrated a significant reduction in microbiologic burden associated with silver-coated ETT.

Raad et al. evaluated the prevention of biofilm colonization in ETTs coated with silver and tubes coated with gardine or gendine. Gardine is a combination of 2 antibiotic agents, Brilliant Green (an antiseptic dye) and chlorhexidine. Gendine is a combination of gentian violet and chlorhexidine. In an in vitro study, they found that both
gardine- and gendine-coated ETTs were superior to silver-coated ETTs in preventing biofilm formation. These treatments are also considerably cheaper than silver coating. Similar studies have been done previously using silver- and chlorhexidine-coated or antimicrobial-coated tubes.122,123 Berra et al124 combined the Mucus Shaver with antimicrobial-coated tubes to maximize the impact of each. Interestingly, photodynamic therapy has also been advocated as a potential method to reduce biofilm formation.125

The high level of bacterial concentration in the inner surface of a standard ETT can play a role in the development of late-onset VAP when biofilm fragmentation occurs. This fragmentation is potentiated during saline installation and airway suctioning.

Monitoring Endotracheal Tube Position and Patency

Under normal conditions, monitoring ETT patency and position is accomplished using routine assessments, including auscultation, monitoring position of the ETT at the lips or teeth, and routine chest radiographs. The tube is secured as has been described earlier to prevent dislodgement or distal migration. In the interim, problems with tube position typically manifest from ventilator alarms (low and high pressure, loss of PEEP, low minute volume) or obvious patient distress.

A device using acoustic reflectometry has been introduced to continuously monitor both tube position and lumen patency (AirWave, SonarMed, Carmel, Indiana). Using a specialized ETT adapter to replace the standard adapter, the device uses sound waves to monitor the internal lumen of the tube and the position relative to the carina. A visual display of tube position and percentage of lumen obstruction is included. This device is based on work described previously.45

Nacheli et al126 completed a pilot study to evaluate the AirWave device in detecting ETT migration in a small group of adult subjects. They compared acoustic monitoring of the ETT to measurement of the tube at the teeth and chest radiography. The device detected obstruction that was easily removed by suctioning in a number of subjects in real time. The device was no better than the usual standard of care in detecting tube migration. Interestingly, of the 42 subjects enrolled, 22 were withdrawn. Of these, 9 had an AirWave sensor malfunction, and 5 had the adapter removed. This suggests that there are educational and technical issues associated with application of the device. As is often the case, the authors did not discuss the financial implications of using the device. There may be some utility in use of this device for detecting tube position, which has been shown to be difficult to ascertain by tube marking at the teeth and radiography.127 However, the costs and any benefit remain to be determined.

Rescuing the Endotracheal Tube

Partial or complete obstruction of the ETT can be a catastrophic event in the ICU. Much of this paper has discussed avoidance of this issue. Tube patency is commonly evaluated by passing a suction catheter and judging the ease of movement through the tube. The Mucus Shaver is one device that can be used to rescue the ETT by removing the obstruction.

A couple of new devices have been introduced to address the issue of rescuing the ETT in the presence of obstruction. These include the endOclear (Endoclear, San Ramon, California) and the CAM Rescue Cath (Omneotech, Tavernier, Florida); both are designed to remove mucus secretions from the airway. Stone and Bricknell128 and Mietto et al129 have both recently described their experience with these devices in a case series with mucus obstructions of the ETT. The devices are similar in principle to the Mucus Shaver, with an inflatable balloon at the distal tip that is inflated prior to pulling the catheter out of the ETT. The results obtained by Stone and Bricknell with the CAM Rescue Cath are shown in Figure 4. This system offers an alternative to bronchoscopy and would be quicker and less expensive to implement in an emergency situation. The use of such a device routinely to prevent tube narrowing cannot currently be supported, but it is the hypothesis of an ongoing clinical trial.130

Cuff Pressure Management

Accumulation of secretions above the ETT cuff and microaspiration around the cuff are clearly implicated in the pathogenesis of VAP. Maintenance of cuff pressure and volume to prevent aspiration is an important task of the respiratory therapist. However, pressures to prevent microaspiration have to be balanced against excessive
pressures damaging the tracheal mucosa. A pressure < 30 cm H₂O is commonly selected to prevent reduction to mucosal blood flow and the attendant consequences.131

High-volume low-pressure cuffs were developed to prevent mucosal damage while still preventing fluid leakage. However, microchannels in these high-volume cuffs can allow migration of fluid into the lower respiratory tract. Monitoring cuff pressure with a device to determine pressure and modulate the volume is a common practice. However, these measurements are made infrequently and typically under controlled conditions. Sole et al132 conducted a trial using continuous cuff pressure monitoring with constant cuff pressures of 20 cm H₂O to determine the impact on VAP incidence. They failed to find any differences in VAP rate. Rello et al133 found that cuff pressures < 20 cm H₂O during the first 8 d of intubation were an independent risk factor for the development of VAP (relative risk 4.23, 95% CI 1.12–15.92). This finding led investigators to consider methods to continuously monitor cuff pressures and to evaluate the role of automatic cuff pressure control using closed-loop control.134

A number of devices have been developed to continuously maintain cuff pressure using an electrically controlled pump, gas supply, or integral to the ventilator.135 An example of a stand-alone device is shown in Figure 5.

A number of trials have evaluated the use of both pneumatic and electronic cuff pressure controllers. Kunitz et al136 compared cuff pressure managed intra-operatively with a cuff pressure controller versus manual control. They randomized 80 subjects, 40 in each group. The controller maintained cuff pressure at 25 ± 2 cm H₂O, whereas cuff pressures > 40 cm H₂O were frequently observed in the manual control group. These findings likely represent the diffusion of nitrous oxide into the cuff. The study outcome variables were the presence of hoarseness, coughing, and pain while swallowing. Subjects using automated cuff pressure control had reduced frequency and severity of hoarseness and coughing but no change in pain while swallowing. Farré et al137 studied cuff pressures in a bench study and in 8 mechanically ventilated subjects managed for 24 h. Cuff pressures were maintained at 25 cm H₂O throughout the trial. In the bench study, the cuff pressure controller eliminated cuff pressure fluctuations associated with positive-pressure ventilation. This was a proof-of-concept study, and no other end points were evaluated.137 Nseir et al138 evaluated tracheal wall damage in an animal model when cuff pressure was managed manually or with a cuff pressure controller. The controller maintained cuff pressure in the desired range more often than manual control. However, there were no differences in the scores for airway damage.138

In human studies, the findings are similar. Farré et al137 used a prospective randomized crossover pilot study to evaluate a pneumatic cuff pressure controller. They studied 8 subjects over two 24-h periods in random order. During use of the cuff pressure controller, pressures remained between 15 and 30 cm H₂O 96% of the time during the observation period versus only 56% of the time during manual control. Additionally, cuff pressures < 15 cm H₂O occurred 3 times more often during manual control (5 vs 15%).137 Valencia et al139 evaluated the impact of automatic cuff pressure control in 142 mechanically ventilated subjects without pneumonia on admission. Manual management of the cuff was done 3 times daily using a pressure manometer. Low cuff pressure occurred in < 1% of subjects using automatic control versus 45% of subjects in the manual control group. However, despite this finding, the incidence of VAP in each group was equivalent (15%).139 Nseir et al140 compared automated versus manual cuff pressure management in 122 subjects intubated with polyvinyl chloride cuffs. They also found very few low-pressure conditions in the automated control group (0.1%) compared to the manual management group (19%). They found a lower incidence of the presence of pepsin in tracheal aspirates (suggesting gastric aspiration), a lower bacterial concentration, and a decreased incidence of VAP (10 vs 26%, \( P < .032 \), odds ratio 0.30, 95% CI 0.11–0.84) in the automated control group. They did not find any difference in ICU days or ventilator days, and no difference was seen in mucosal ischemia scores.140 A recent study evaluated a pneumatic cuff pressure controller versus manual cuff pressure management in a group of subjects intubated with polyurethane cuffs.141 The authors found that the mean cuff pressure was 26 cm H₂O (interquartile range 24–28) versus 22 cm H₂O (interquartile range 20–28) during continuous control versus manual control. Underinflation (31 vs 68%) and overinflation (53 vs 100%) were less common with continuous control compared with manual management. However, there were no
significant differences in microaspiration of gastric contents between groups.\textsuperscript{141}

One explanation as to why clinical outcomes have failed to demonstrate consistent advantages may be related to the method of control. Weiss et al\textsuperscript{142} demonstrated that rapid pressure correction with automated control interferes with the self-sealing mechanisms of high-volume low-pressure polyvinyl chloride-cuffed tracheal tubes. This finding has also been reported by Brisson et al\textsuperscript{143} The use of automated cuff pressure control simplifies the job of the clinician, is more consistent, and may lead to improved airway care. The evidence is mounting but is not compelling. Costs are also not discussed in these studies.

Summary

Management of the artificial airway is an important skill of the respiratory therapist. Technology can both aid and hinder this practice. It is the responsibility of the clinician to understand and apply new technology when it enhances care and is cost-effective.
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Discussion

Durbin: I was intrigued by all the reports of the ultrasonic evaluation of tube narrowing, but I’ve never seen anyone describe what happens if the tube is kinked or bent. It seems to me like that might confuse the device into thinking there is a problem with secretions. What if the tube is only curved as opposed to narrowed? Any thoughts on that? Have you seen any
thing about how these devices behave under anything but ideal circumstances?

**Branson:** The device can tell if the tube kinks, but I don’t know if it can tell the difference between the tube kinking and the tube having secretions causing the narrowing. Again, interesting idea, but presently there are no clinical data for us to make any assessments.

**Durbin:** Using the rescue devices routinely for cleaning the tube would involve breaking the circuit to use them. Any thoughts about how much benefit in preventing VAEs [ventilator-associated events] you would loose by doing that? Obviously, in a selected patient who’s having a particular problem where you think it might be helpful, it would be appropriate and justifiable to break the circuit. If you’re doing it in a routine cleaning-maintenance program, do you have to break the circuit? Can you put the device in through a plug or anything like that? Is there something like the continuous inline suction systems, or are you necessarily increasing risk by passing something that’s outside the patient into the airway?

**Branson:** My experience is you have to take the patient off, otherwise you can’t pull the device out. Dean, are they doing it with some kind of closed system like a bronch adapter or just opening the circuit?

**Hess:** For the endOclear device, there is an adapter that goes inline, so the circuit needs to be opened to insert that. The device feeds through that adapter to a premeasured length, so it doesn’t go past the tip of the endotracheal tube. It is a blind procedure.

**Davies:** What do they do with the secretions? Is there some sort of collector attached to the adapter? Because when you pull it out, the secretions have to go someplace.

**Hess:** For this one, there is no suction as part of it.

**Napolitano:** It could go down, too, though, right?

**Davies:** So how do you get the crud off the device?

**Hess:** It has a mesh-like wiper design. I have equipoise regarding its effect on important outcomes such as VAP [ventilator-associated pneumonia] rate. The real value, I think, is in a patient with a suggestion of an endotracheal tube occlusion. We have used it a few times with good success as a rescue, using it rather than reintubating the patient.

**Branson:** John, it’s a single use, so you put it in the trash when you’re done. The whole thing, the catheter, gets thrown away.

**Davies:** So you have to break the circuit every time you use it?

**Hess:** Yes.

**Durbin:** What’s the role of bronchodilators in airway management in the absence of overt asthma?

**Branson:** I think it’s a concern with high airway pressures with every mandatory breath; I think cuff pressures can change markedly in patients who are turning in a bed that’s moving and in patients who are prone. I think of all the things we do to patients and repositioning the tube that affects the cuff pressure, and I think they’re real-world problems. Like I said, it may be that a faster cuff pressure response may not be better. They may need to be more aggressive at going up than going down, and look at a mean value as opposed to doing instantaneous changes and maintain a pressure constant.
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